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Abstract—Aligning software-related activities with corporate strategies and goals is increasingly important for several reasons such as increasing the customer satisfaction in software-based products and services. Several approaches have been proposed to create such an alignment. GQM+Strategies is an approach that applies measurement principles to link goals and strategies on different levels of an organisation. In this paper, we describe experiences from applying GQM+Strategies to elicit, link, and align the goals of an integrated systems product development organisation across multiple organisational levels. We provide insights into how GQM+Strategies was applied during a five-month period. The paper presents the enacted application process and main lessons learnt. In addition, related approaches are described and an outlook on future work is given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many studies have shown that teams are effective if they have shared goals. There are also indications that organisations are “high-performing” if they are goal-oriented by nature [1]. This implies that organisations have a common understanding of their goals on different levels and that these goals are linked to each other. In practice, it is often challenging to evolve an organisation towards such a situation. In addition, identifying and setting the “right” goals is a complex process in itself and can be done in different ways, such as in a “push” or “pull” fashion. In order to ascertain whether a goal has been met, it should be coupled with appropriate metrics [2].

Given the hierarchical structure of most organisations, goals on lower organisational levels may differ from those on higher levels. Despite potential disconnects, goals on different organisational levels should be related to one another: a low-level goal that does not contribute towards the achievement of a higher-level goal may be indicative of an organisation that has become disintegrated or, worse yet, derailed.

GQM+Strategies is an approach designed to help software businesses define goals on different organisational levels and to model how these goals contribute to one another [3]. In this paper, we describe experiences from a case study in which GQM+Strategies was used to identify, link, and align the goals of an industrial integrated systems product development (IPD) organisation. The organisation under study develops integrated hardware/software platform products.

II. GQM+STRATEGIES

GQM+Strategies [3] is an approach that directs goals and strategies of an organisation towards value-creation. It aligns and integrates goals, strategies, and measurements at all levels of an organisation and thereby helps to identify misalignments. In addition, GQM+Strategies supports the clarification, harmonisation, and communication of goals and strategies by making them explicit and integrating them. It also facilitates the identification of emerging strategies in an organisation and helps to integrate them into an overall business strategy. From the operational point of view, measurement is used to define success criteria, to monitor the achievement of goals, and to analyse business performance for making informed decisions. The measurement principles are based on the Goal/Question/Metric paradigm (GQM) [4]. GQM+Strategies is domain-independent. Though initially developed for use in software engineering, it is not necessarily limited to this domain.

GQM+Strategies models goals, which specify the “what” of the organisational strategy, and associated strategies, which specify the “how”. Figure 1 provides an overview of the concepts of GQM+Strategies. Goals can be defined on all levels of an organisation from the business level down to the project level and even lower. A strategy defines how one or more goals can be achieved. A strategy is usually associated with a set of concrete activities such as business processes and might be refined into lower-level goals. Typically, strategies are selected based on assumptions and known facts (i.e., context). An assumption could be, for instance, that the customer satisfaction with a specific product can be increased by decreasing the amount of defects that slip through the acceptance test. Such assumptions can be seen as hypotheses. Assumptions are typically used in GQM+Strategies to describe the relationship between a strategy and a goal or to describe the rationales that led to the definition of a specific goal.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II describes the GQM+Strategies approach. Section III describes previous work on organisational visibility, alignment, and application of GQM+Strategies. Section IV discusses the research methodology and execution of this case study. Section V details the main findings of applying GQM+Strategies. Finally, Section VI shortly summarises the lessons learnt and outlines possible future work.
Goal Strategies Component

Fig. 1. GQM Strategies Components (based on Basili et al. [3]).

After identifying a goal for a given organisational level (or unit), a potential strategy or set of strategies for fulfilling that goal is typically devised based on elicited assumptions and overall context. If it is possible to further refine the devised strategy into more tangible actions on lower organisational levels, a set of sub-goals is introduced, each with their own set of sub-strategies. Collectively, these sub-strategies contribute towards the achievement of their parent goal. The strategies are then implemented and their effects measured using GQM. The result of applying the GQM Strategies approach is a so-called grid, i.e., a model that links goals and associated strategies for each level as well as associated facts, assumptions, and measures. GQM Strategies also provides mechanisms for analysis and interpretation of measured data.

Although a top-down, iterative goal derivation process is typical, GQM Strategies may be applied from any organisational level, moving either up or down [5]. Goals on high levels tend to be more general and abstract in nature, as do their immediate strategies. The corresponding pairs on lower organisational levels are typically narrower in scope, but more accurate in nature: strategies become more specific and concrete, with less room and need for interpretation. In practice, developing a detailed GQM Strategies model is an inherently iterative process, ideally with frequent communication between the practitioners developing the model and representatives of the target organisation. In general, it is to be expected that a model will undergo significant changes in the beginning of its development process, and a period of relative stability towards the end. However, as nowadays the business and technical environment change at a high speed, a continuous review and evolution of the model is necessary. This includes a continuous validation of the underlying assumptions. Therefore, it is important to see the resulting model as a living artefact, which should be kept up-to-date when goal changes are needed, or the contextual factors or assumptions are revisited. By doing so, GQM Strategies helps to avoid future misalignment of goals. Furthermore, when strategies are implemented with associated measurements, organisational measurement programs can be devised according to the explicit data gathering requirements, avoiding purposeless measurement efforts.

III. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we describe work related to experiences with organisation alignment and GQM Strategies in particular. We mainly address the software development domain, although important approaches from the business domain and integrated product development systems engineering are also considered.

A. Organisational Visibility and Alignment

High-performing R&D organisations should share information efficiently inside the organisation and between their customers and other stakeholders. Such transparency makes it possible to perform effectively and efficiently when all parties understand the common targets and align their efforts accordingly [6], [7].

Comprehensive visibility and alignment are of particular importance in integrated product development organisations [8], [9]. However, R&D units have inherent additional difficulties in achieving such visibility [10]: development projects are multidisciplinary by nature, requiring complicated – often virtual or even global – organisational structures and coordination of cross-functional teams over a product’s entire life-cycle [11], [12], [13]. Furthermore, many advanced products are nowadays increasingly complex with various new technologies and multiple component sources [14]. Such an increase in complexity calls for more systematic and rigorous goal definition and management. Systems engineering and systems thinking in general become core competencies and competitive advantages [15], [16], [17].

Product creation platforms are particular forms of integrated product development services. They are becoming more commonplace in modern product development ecosystems where multiple different vendors collaborate in flexible networked settings for value creation [18]. In such environments, there is a need for consistent product and project management. Not only are product structures more complex, there are also multiple stakeholders spanning organisational boundaries e.g., component suppliers, customisation specialists, platform customers, end-users. Often, they have to deal with building or participating in whole ecosystems. Shared, transparent goals and their proper alignment can thus be seen as key factors of successful product development management [10], [19], [20]. In conclusion, high-performing enterprises should have the following key elements in place: 1) organisation-wide visibility on shared goals and their current progress, 2) real-time status tracking, and 3) comprehensive, flexible integration.

B. Approaches to Achieving Organisational Alignment

GQM Strategies is not the only approach that aims for organisational alignment. There are both general approaches and approaches that are specific to the software development domain. COBIT [21] is an approach for IT governance that distinguishes goals on different levels and provides a predefined set of metrics to measure the fulfillment of IT-specific goals. The predefined metrics offer some uniformity regardless of the application context. GQM Strategies, on the other hand, supports customisation of measurement programs based on measurement goals. Practical Software and System Measurement (PSM) [22] is an approach to collect, analyse and manage aspects of software and software systems. Similarly to GQM Strategies, software project characteristics and needs guide selection of suitable metrics to measure predefined software-specific goals. However, PSM mainly focuses on the
project level and does not explicitly support goal measurement on higher organisational levels. The Quality Improvement Paradigm (QIP) [23] focuses on process and software quality improvement. QIP considers both on particular projects, but also feeds back into the organisation undertaking a software project. Through this feedback, organisations can align processes with their goals. QIP does not explicitly specify how goals on different levels of the organisation can be linked. However, QIP can be used in conjunction with both GQM*Strategies and the Goal-Question-Metric approach itself.

More general approaches to goal alignment exist outside of the software development domain. Balanced Scorecard (BSC) [24] can be used to align business activities and strategies of an organisation and to monitor organisational performance against set goals. BSC predefines four perspectives (financial, customer, internal business processes, learning and growth). Six Sigma [25] focuses on quality improvement through identification and elimination of defect causes in business and manufacturing processes. Unlike GQM*Strategies, BSC and Six Sigma do not explicitly support linking goals on different levels of an organisation in a rationale-driven way.

C. Experiences Applying GQM*Strategies

Several case studies on aligning goals and strategies with GQM*Strategies have been published. A search on the Scopus and Web of Science search engines using the keywords “gqm strategies case study” resulted in six articles. Two of these were theoretical comparisons between integrated measurement approaches [26], [27]. An empirical assessment of the practical value of GQM*Strategies was published by Mandic et al. [28]. This assessment used a revised version of the well-known Bloom’s educational taxonomy to determine that for the company under examination, GQM*Strategies is valuable in practice and capable of addressing real-world problems related to goal-setting and goal alignment.

GQM*Strategies was also applied in a multi-organisational setting from the aerospace industry [29]. The approach helped to clarify and align the contributions of an internal organisational unit to the overall business-level goals of the entire organisation. Additionally, the measurement needs of projects with external suppliers were made transparent throughout the organisation.

The aforementioned experiences of using GQM*Strategies are not limited to “pure” software engineering – the approach has been applied in many different domains. Several other application cases have been reported, e.g., in the oil and gas industry and in the telecommunication sector. As such, the approach should be applicable in an IPD organisation.

IV. Research Methodology and Execution

This section describes the target problem setting and the overall context of the company under study. The research approach and the implementation of the GQM*Strategies in this particular organisation are then explained.

A. Context and Problem

The organisational division under analysis is a new product line division in a larger, established company. The current main business driver of the unit is to get new market share by utilising latest technology with a strong network of component suppliers and partners.

The main offering is an integrated platform consisting of hardware and software components. The platform is a prefabricated product creation kit for device manufacturers to develop their new products rapidly. Such a platform accelerates development of customised devices and reduces development cost. The company supports this by providing the platform (hardware and software) and software services, coupled with customisation services. The service projects are out of the scope of this investigation.

B. Research Approach

The investigation was conducted collaboratively between the University of Helsinki research team and the industrial company representatives. The research team comprised four members: one principal scientist and a postdoc researcher coupled with one PhD-student researcher and one MSc-level student. The lead researcher possessed deep knowledge of and prior experience with the GQM*Strategies approach but it was new to the other members. The two former researchers had considerable industrial background including certain IPD organisations.

The industrial team included two senior R&D managers and two (senior) software development team members. The GQM*Strategies method was new for them also.

The starting point of the investigation was a set of preliminary goals outlined by the company key stakeholders. These goals were assumed to be the most significant ones contributing to the business success of the product development unit. However, no particular systematic process had been used to derive them, i.e., they were based mostly on intuition and prior
A sound hierarchy is important in determining which goals was the development of a common, reusable hardware/software workshops were being held. transparency within the organisation. The actual was seen as a tool by which continuous planning and strategic measurement could be achieved. The overall objective, however, was increased transparency within the organisation. The actual meaning of this general concept would become clear once organisational transparency meant increased visibility, a rough organisational hierarchy was established. The Business Unit (BU) is on the highest level, followed by Research and Development (R&D) and Project and Product Management (PPM). Work in discrete hardware and software development teams is overseen by the PPM unit and partially also the R&D branch.

The second workshop was held in April 2012 and focused on discussing the initial business-level goals in detail. The main hindrance to improved schedule accuracy was found to be the lack of proper cross-team dependency identification. According to the organisation representatives, identifying dependencies between development teams meant improved collaboration between the two – an understandable development-level strategy with obvious ties to improved visibility.

The discussion of schedule accuracy led to another insight: given accurate schedules, the overall predictability is improved, but the main reason to strive for improved predictability and visibility is to improve customer satisfaction in terms of keeping the delivery promises. This is a business-level goal that is implicit in all for-profit organisations – until now, this clear goal had not been included in the model-under-development. As a result of the second workshop, increased customer satisfaction was recognised as the foremost business-level goal. Predictability and transparency are factors that impact it. Improved product quality – a goal brought forward by both the PPM and R&D units – naturally contributes towards attaining customer satisfaction. Establishing a direct channel of communication between the development teams and product customers was suggested as a potential strategy for achieving such transparency.

The third workshop during our application of GQM Strategies was held towards the end of April 2012. A better understanding of organisational structure was gained: the PPM and R&D units work on essentially the same hierarchical level, sharing common goals. When questioned how schedule adherence and accuracy may be improved, the representatives mentioned the continuous deployment of integrated hardware and software solutions as a possible target for improvement. It was noted that if the hardware development cycles that negatively affect adherence to schedules, but the software development alone is rarely the cause for product delays. By improving the hardware/software dependency identification through a higher degree of cross-team collaboration and communication, it was suggested that the continuous product deployment process would also improve. Increased collaboration was identified in the previous as a possible strategy also for increased organisational visibility. Overall, potential strategies for achieving the identified goals were discussed thoroughly for the first time during this workshop.

The results of the third workshop clearly showed that the iterative nature of GQM Strategies stimulates organisations to identify apparent problem areas. Here, issues with predictability experiences of the company. Because of the loosely-defined starting point and partial pre-understanding, we decided to engage with the company using mostly an interpretive research approach to begin with [30], [31]. Moreover, based on the preliminary information, we expected to face not only technical software engineering issues but also significant elements stemming from the social environment and organisational conditions in the company [10].

Following that line of preparations, we asked the company key representatives to provide the following kind of information for running joint workshops (see Table II):

- Organisation charts.
- Customer vs. platform project responsibilities.
- In-house terminology.
- Process descriptions.
- Existing measurement programs.
- Product and service descriptions.

C. Execution

The application of GQM Strategies consisted mainly of a set of planning meetings, followed by workshops with organisation representatives. During each workshop, key issues were discussed and goals were revised based on the latest information.

Following each workshop, a revised version of the in-progress GQM Strategies model was developed by the research team and sent to the organisation representatives prior to the start of the next planned workshop. All workshop sessions except one were chaired by the same lead researcher. The sessions were recorded. Between the workshops there was limited occasional exchange of information with the industrial team.

Table II presents a timeline of the joint working events held during the application of GQM Strategies, along with notable new information elicited during each event. The kick-off meeting, held in December 2011, focused primarily on understanding the objectives of the project. For the industrial organisation representatives, the application of GQM Strategies was seen as a tool by which continuous planning and strategic measurement could be achieved. The overall objective, however, was increased transparency within the organisation. The actual meaning of this general concept would become clear once workshops were being held.

During the two subsequent planning meetings (held in January, 2012), general information was elicited, including information regarding the company domain and context, different project types (customer projects, platform projects), organisational structures and issues stemming from the geographic distribution of organisation offices and branches.

Being an IPD business, a key driver of software engineering was the development of a common, reusable hardware/software platform, from which specialised customer products are developed. Additionally, the loose structure of the organisational units and teams inside the organisation meant that a comprehensible view of structure and hierarchy would be challenging to elicit. A sound hierarchy is important in determining which goals belong to which organisational levels and thus also which goals could be potential sub-goals of a business-level goal.

Following the planning phase, the first project workshop was held in February 2012. First, a basic introduction of the GQM Strategies approach was presented to the industrial team. During this workshop, initial goals for four different units of the organisation were elicited. The initial business goals were to improve predictability, schedule accuracy and transparency within the organisation. In addition to the insight that transparency meant increased visibility, a rough organisational hierarchy was established. The Business Unit (BU) is on the highest level, followed by Research and Development (R&D) and Project and Product Management (PPM). Work in discrete hardware and software development teams is overseen by the PPM unit and partially also the R&D branch.

The second workshop was held in April 2012 and focused on discussing the initial business-level goals in detail. The main hindrance to improved schedule accuracy was found to be the lack of proper cross-team dependency identification. According to the organisation representatives, identifying dependencies between development teams meant improved collaboration between the two – an understandable development-level strategy with obvious ties to improved visibility.

The discussion of schedule accuracy led to another insight: given accurate schedules, the overall predictability is improved, but the main reason to strive for improved predictability and visibility is to improve customer satisfaction in terms of keeping the delivery promises. This is a business-level goal that is implicit in all for-profit organisations – until now, this clear goal had not been included in the model-under-development. As a result of the second workshop, increased customer satisfaction was recognised as the foremost business-level goal. Predictability and transparency are factors that impact it. Improved product quality – a goal brought forward by both the PPM and R&D units – naturally contributes towards attaining customer satisfaction. Establishing a direct channel of communication between the development teams and product customers was suggested as a potential strategy for achieving such transparency.

The third workshop during our application of GQM Strategies was held towards the end of April 2012. A better understanding of organisational structure was gained: the PPM and R&D units work on essentially the same hierarchical level, sharing common goals. When questioned how schedule adherence and accuracy may be improved, the representatives mentioned the continuous deployment of integrated hardware and software solutions as a possible target for improvement. It was noted that it if the hardware development cycles that negatively affect adherence to schedules, but the software development alone is rarely the cause for product delays. By improving the hardware/software dependency identification through a higher degree of cross-team collaboration and communication, it was suggested that the continuous product deployment process would also improve. Increased collaboration was identified in the previous as a possible strategy also for increased organisational visibility. Overall, potential strategies for achieving the identified goals were discussed thoroughly for the first time during this workshop.

The results of the third workshop clearly showed that the iterative nature of GQM Strategies stimulates organisations to identify apparent problem areas. Here, issues with predictability
and scheduling stem from non-optimal hardware/software dependency identification and hardware development cycle accuracy, and can potentially be remedied via cross-team collaboration. How cross-team collaboration might be improved was also discussed in detail, with the suggestion of collaborative hardware/software teams with members from both domains generating the most interest – a well-known general strategy in IPD environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timeline</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Elicited Information</th>
<th>Challenges and Problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start (December 2011)</td>
<td>Research project kick-off meeting</td>
<td>Project objectives</td>
<td>How should the aims and benefits of GQM Strategies be communicated effectively?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. one month after start (15.1.2012)</td>
<td>Familiarisation with company objectives, domain, context and underlying assumptions</td>
<td>Company business and technology context, Project types (customer and platform), Organisational structures, Cultural issues (e.g., multisite differences)</td>
<td>What information is relevant when applying GQM Strategies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. six weeks after start (27.1.2012)</td>
<td>Familiarisation with company objectives, domain, context and underlying assumptions</td>
<td>Platform characteristics (software-hardware), product areas, Company-specific Scrum process, Cultural aspects, Potential measurements</td>
<td>How should one measure the value of the platform development vs. customer projects?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. two months after start (15.2.2012, general workshop)</td>
<td>Familiarisation with company objectives, domain, context and underlying assumptions</td>
<td>The target organisation is looking for a light-weight way of applying GQM Strategies in an Agile/Lean enterprise</td>
<td>What types of strategies can be implemented in a lightweight fashion?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. nine weeks after start (21.2.2012, project workshop 1)</td>
<td>Initial GQM*Strategies model development</td>
<td>Initial set of elicited goals: Improve predictability, Improve schedule accuracy, Improve organisational visibility and transparency</td>
<td>What are the main differences between organisational visibility and transparency? How should the GQM*Strategies models be presented to target organisations?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. 16 weeks after start (10.4.2012, project workshop 2)</td>
<td>Refinement of the GQM*Strategies model</td>
<td>Cross-team dependency identification key to accurate execution of product plans, Improved cross-team visibility and collaboration key to improved dependency identification, Accurate scheduling key to increasing predictability, Predictability recognised as an important factor in delivering on commitments made to customers, Recognition of improved customer satisfaction as the most important business goal, Increased customer satisfaction entails better adherence to schedules and increased product quality, Product quality is likely to increase if development teams communicate directly with customers</td>
<td>What are key factors for improved customer satisfaction in the domain of integrated hardware / software development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. four months after start (20.4.2012, project workshop 3)</td>
<td>Refinement of the GQM*Strategies model</td>
<td>More detailed information on organisational structure, Success of continuous deployment key to accurate execution of product plans and thus also adherence to schedules, Improving the hardware/software integration process leads to improved continuous deployment, Hardware/software dependency management key to improved hardware/software integration, Improved hardware/software dependency identification requires better visibility between hardware/software teams</td>
<td>How should the goals of a flat organisation be represented in GQM*Strategies? What are key metrics for hardware/software integration and continuous deployment?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. 20 weeks after start (3.5.2012, project workshop 4)</td>
<td>Refinement of the GQM*Strategies model</td>
<td>The overall strategic intent is to improve the lead-time for the platform product customers, High utilisation of the organisation’s hardware/software platform can help reduce delays during product development, Some information regarding data that is being collected by the organisation and could be used when developing GQM goals and metrics</td>
<td>How should one measure the cost and effort of maintaining a common hardware / software platform?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. five months after start (22.5.2012, project workshop 5)</td>
<td>Refinement of the GQM*Strategies model</td>
<td>No significant new information</td>
<td>When should a GQM*Strategies model be considered complete?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In preparation for the fourth workshop, details of the targeted common hardware and software product platform were revisited, and potential goals to improve its utilisation and thus increase schedule accuracy were defined. This required significant rework of both the R&D and PPM goals, but was well received during the workshop, with only minor changes requested. At this stage, the GQM’Strategies model-under-development was quite close to the last model revision. Notably, this revision included a set of fully developed strategies, such as the introduction of direct communication between developers and customers and possible establishment of an integrated hardware/software team. Overall, the primary focus of the fourth workshop was discussing what measurement data was already being collected by the organisation. The aim was to identify what historical information could be of use when further developing the GQM goals and their associated strategy metrics.

The fifth and final workshop during the application of the GQM’Strategies approach suggested only minor changes to the model-under-development, suggesting that the approach has resulted in the successful identification and alignment of key organisational goals.

To summarise, the main concerns discovered during the workshops were ones related to organisational distribution, cross-disciplinary engineering, and product structure.

V. LESSONS LEARNED

During the goal elicitation process, we identified a number of issues that, if corrected, would improve our application of the GQM’Strategies approach in subsequent business cases. The first such issue pertains to knowledge of GQM’Strategies itself: for representatives of the target organisation and some researchers, there was no prior experience in applying the approach. Some initial training on the process itself would likely have increased organisation representatives’ understanding of what information is significant and thus provided more structure to workshops.

One of the challenges in applying GQM’Strategies is finding suitable entry points, i.e., to carefully select on which level, with which stakeholders, and with which goals to start. In this case, many goals were deemed too abstract at the beginning of the goal elicitation phase to warrant a detailed definition of associated GQM graphs. In addition, we have seen in this case that it was helpful to elicit goals on different levels first and not to integrate the strategies in the beginning. The distinction between goals and strategies was seen as difficult in the early stages and we recommend to include strategies in a later phase in the process.

Another challenge is understanding the organisational structure, especially with respect to roles. In this case, we found roles that were not clearly defined, which made it difficult to establish facts and assumptions regarding those roles for the GQM’Strategies grid, and to understand information needs related to them. A number of reasons may explain lack of clarity in roles, e.g., a recent or ongoing organisational change, a company culture that assumes high flexibility in individual roles, or even a brittle organisational architecture. In this case, the lack of clarity in some roles were found to stem from recent changes, which meant that the roles were not yet fully understood. Regardless of the reason, the role-related assumptions should be carefully examined. We found it very useful to have company participants from multiple levels in the organisation. This allowed us to pinpoint role-related assumptions in different parts of the organisation. Such roles could be made clearer by combining the understandings and devising a clarifying GQM’Strategies grid.

During the later stages of the process, we found that a flexible tool for making iterative changes to the grid would have been very helpful. The tools we used included spreadsheets and graphics programs, but these were too cumbersome to use in real time during workshops. A tool which operates on the basic building blocks of the GQM’Strategies approach (goals, strategies, facts, assumptions, measures) would have allowed us to record our understanding of the information given by company representatives immediately. A visual representation of the grid would have allowed the company representatives to give immediate feedback and the process could have resulted in deeper insights in shorter time. However, this would have been useful mainly during the later stages of the process, when a significant portion of the material had been gathered and large portions of the grid were in place. At the start of the process, we found that so many open questions regarding the case company needed to be examined that a tool would likely not have helped significantly.

Finally, a major factor that was repeatedly encountered was the amount of change anticipated by the company representatives. A significant amount of effort was spent on designing goals and strategies that were convincing and credible in practice. Some goals and strategies were discarded because they were likely to be obsolete after a short period of time. While we did not discover any generalisable method by which a GQM’Strategies grid could be checked for flexibility under changing circumstances, we found that utilising experience from domain experts was crucial. Also, we found it more fruitful to propose several partial alternatives and adjust them based on feedback than attempting to propose large parts of a grid at once. The criterion of saturation, common in case study and qualitative research, can be applied here: the grid tends to stabilise over time.

Overall, the method significantly helped to clarify and harmonise the key goals across the organisation. Many new links between different goals could be identified and a multitude of activities could be linked in a way that they clearly contribute to higher-level goals. Systematically gaining and using experience on how to apply GQM’Strategies in organisations is needed and will help to guide future alignment activities in organisations.

Due to the iterative nature of GQM’Strategies, goals may evolve in a variety of ways. By formalising all possible goal evolution patterns or transformations, it is possible to identify a set of explanations as to why each one occurs and under what circumstances. By identifying these circumstances, a set of criteria for when to apply a particular transformation could possibly be devised. Such criteria can serve as a handbook for practitioners of GQM’Strategies, helping to determine when to apply a transformation and thus reach a sound, balanced model in a shorter period of time.

Table III presents some example goal evolution patterns along with plausible explanations for their occurrence. An
TABLE III. EXAMPLE GOAL EVOLUTION PATTERNS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Plausible Explanations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unchanged throughout the process</td>
<td>The goal was really well-set and understood from the beginning. The original (high-level) goal was later taken into account with some lower-level goal(s) (possibly implicitly).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised during the process</td>
<td>The goal remained important but was originally defined in an ambiguous fashion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discarded during the process</td>
<td>The goal was not really important after all. The original (high-level) goal was incorporated into another (lower-level) goal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduced during the process</td>
<td>Previously unknown information led to a new goal being defined. Previously elicited information contained a clear goal, but went unnoticed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduced from splitting another goal during the process</td>
<td>The original goal was a combination of goals, and should logically be split into two or more distinct goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merged into another goal during the process</td>
<td>The original goal was so narrow in scope or too granular that a single GQM graph for all similar and similarly granular goals could be devised. The same goal is defined for another unit on the same organisational level.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

expanded, formal definition of all possible patterns and prerequisites for their application is outside the scope of this paper and thus reserved for future work.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented a case of applying the GQM+ Strategies method to examine and align the strategic, tactical, and operational goals in software-intensive integrated product development. We observed the following key benefits and advantages:

- The methodology brought systems thinking into this systems development process as well as in the engineering and organisational design. This is intrinsically important, given that not only the products themselves but also the product development organisation is a large complex system.

- The GQM+ Strategies method offered a common, conceptual framing for the discussion and analysis. It has rich concepts and is a theoretically sound approach and yet readily comprehensible and actionable in practical settings.

- The iterative way of working directed the goal refinement in a flexible manner. This is an advantage in particular when initial goals are uncertain and subject to even significant revising.

One of the key lessons from our application GQM+ Strategies is that goal discovery is hardly a straightforward process in practice. In particular, the initial top-level goals may not be the ultimate key goals after all, and some of the early high-priority goals may turn out to be less significant. Consequently, the emerging goal-set should be traversed in different ways, i.e., bottom-up, top-down and horizontally.

For example, this case discovered an underlying goal that was not initially anticipated. The most prevalent top-level goal in the beginning of the study centered around the theme of transparency. During the process, we discovered that this goal was actually closely related to managing customer satisfaction. Transparency was a sub-goal that had been implicitly identified as impacting this higher-level goal. Thus the application of GQM+ Strategies can help prioritise what activities are really important for a company in order to achieve their strategic business goals. We recommend to repeatedly and constructively question the priority order of the goals as well as to find out whether there are actually hidden, higher-level goals that have not yet been discovered.

Another major learning was that goals may not be limited to basic strategic, tactical, and operational goals. In addition, softer elements of an organisation – motivational factors, different traditions in different engineering disciplines and various cultural constraints – should be taken into consideration, since these may have significant impact when implementing associated strategies.

Our planned future work entails continued development and implementation of strategies to achieve the aligned customer satisfaction goals in practice for the company under study. In addition, metrics to determine the achievement of each goal are to be developed.

Moreover, we plan to investigate further the prospect of devising a set of generalised goal-evolution patterns like illustrated in Table III. That would lead us to new potential improvement measures also in other organisations.
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